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Lifetime warranty on all components of the 
power unit and 10 years on labor 

5 years on accessories and vacuum inlets 
(parts and labor)

Simple and hassle-free

* Details in store

LIFETIME WARRANTY*

The best in the industry

Ideal for maintaining hard-to-clean floors, • 

hardwood, carpets, rugs, furniture and even 
cars

Say goodbye to brushes, brooms, mops, • 

pails and conventional vacuums.
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Model number Electrical requirement Air Watts Maximum depression (H2O) Maximum air flow

H10-130I-EU-W 220-240V, 1760W, 7,8A 492 3736 mm 49,8 l/sec.

H20-190I-EU-W 220-240V, 2 x 1760W, 2 x 7,8A 1050 3736 mm 92,5 l/sec.

Husky H2O
A central vacuum system that washes, vacuums,
drains and dries surfaces all at once.

Offered in 1-motor version (H2O 10) or 2-motor version • 

(H2O 20) for maximum air flow

The 2-motor version includes an interceptor• 

Shell made of a rustproof, color proof, shock proof, fire • 

retardant A.B.S. material.

When vacuuming, the exclusive cyclonic system separates • 

the air from the dust and dirt.

Water is injected together with the dust particles at the air • 

intake to liquefy them and evacuate them automatically 
into the sewer with no manipulation.

No filter or bag• 

H2O accessory packages

The H2O system only comes with the low voltage technology and is available with 
2 types of accessory kits: 

Traditional wet & dry accessory kit or,• 

H2O’s unique cleaning tool set including an extremely rugged low-voltage hose (lengths of 9.1 m or 10.6 m) and • 

cleaning tool for sofas, floor tool, telescopic wand and hose hanger (see picture)†

†Other versions available


